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Olives are one of the oldest food products in human civilization. Over the centuries, numerous methods have been developed to transform olives from a bitter drupe into an edible fruit. Methods of processing table olives rely on the acid, base, and/or enzymatic hydrolysis of bitter phenolic compounds naturally present in the fruit into nonbitter hydrolysis products. Today, there are three primary methods of commercial table olive processing: the Greek, Spanish, and Californian methods, in addition to several Artisanal methods. This review focuses on the technological, microbiological, chemical, and sensory aspects of table olive processing and the inherent benefits and drawbacks of each method. The table olive industry is facing challenges of environmental sustainability and increased consumer demand for healthier products. Herein, we examine current research on novel technologies that aim to address these issues.

1. Introduction

The olive tree (Olea europaea L.) was first cultivated approximately 5000–6000 years ago in the early bronze age and is one of the oldest known cultivated plants [1]. Ripe olives contain high levels of bitter phenolic compounds including oleuropein and ligstroside that make the fruit inedible [2, 3]. In order for olives to be considered suitable for human consumption, the fruit must undergo some form of processing, fermentation, or curing to reduce the concentration of these bitter phenolic compounds. Various methods are used worldwide to debitter olives. Many of these methods have roots in ancient antiquity (e.g., salt curing), while others employ recent technological developments (e.g., California black ripe processing).

Today, there are three main commercial approaches used for debittering olives which include Greek, Spanish, and California processing methods (Table 1; Figure 1). In addition, there are several artisanal methods used to produce table olives with limited industrial scalibility (e.g., salt curing or air-dried olives). Each method of debittering produces a different style of table olives with a unique texture and chemical, microbial, and sensorial profiles.

The consumption of table olives increased globally by 182% [4], and olive oil consumption increased by 76% between 1990 and 2016 [5]. This increase is attributed to the popularity of the Mediterranean diet, which is linked to reducing cardiovascular disease [6], Alzheimer’s disease [7, 8], and other age-related conditions [9]. Consumption of olive oil is an essential component of the Mediterranean diet due to presence of mono-unsaturated fatty acids and phenolic compounds that are unique to Olea europaea and exhibit antioxidant [10], anti-inflammatory [11], anticancer [12], antimicrobial, and antiviral properties [13, 14]. This phenolic fraction is also present in table olives. Current commercial table olive processing methods remove many of these bitter phenolic compounds and as a result, can alter the health-promoting potential of various table olive products [15, 16]. Additionally, current commercial table olive processing methods are some of the most water intensive methods used in commercial food processing and can require more than 7,571 liters of water per ton of olives (e.g., California and Spanish methods) and generate highly toxic wastewater. Increased consumer demand for healthier food products that are produced in an environmentally sustainable manner, as well as industrial interest in
decreasing processing time, water usage, and cost, demonstrates the need for innovation in olive processing technologies. This review focuses on the technological, microbiological, chemical, and sensory aspects of table olive processing, including the benefits and drawbacks of each processing method, and examines proposed novel technologies to improve table olive quality and industry sustainability.

2. Olive Fruit Maturation

Olive fruits are spherical or oval drupes, classified as small (less than 3 grams), medium (3–5 grams), or large (over 5 grams) [17]. During growth, olive drupes are green, and they accumulate bitter phenolics including oleuropein and ligstroside within the flesh and skin. Oleuropein and ligstroside are secoiridoids (i.e., a subclass of monoterpenoid iridoid compounds) that accumulate in the flesh and skin of olives as a protective mechanism against insect, pathogen, and herbivore attack (Figure 2) [18].

Green olives undergo three maturation stages on the tree which include (1) the green stage, (2) the turning color stage, and (3) the purple stage [17]. Color change occurs as the compounds that contribute to the green color in olives decrease (i.e., chlorophylls and carotenoids) and the compounds that contribute to red and purple colors increase (i.e., anthocyanins) [19]. As olives transition from green to purple, the cell wall of the fruit begins to rupture, softening the texture, and releasing enzymes, including the endogenous β-glucosidases and esterases [20, 21]. Endogenous enzymes within the olive fruit hydrolyze oleuropein and ligstroside into derivative compounds (i.e., oleuropein aglycone, ligstroside aglycone, oleocanthal, oleacein, hydroxytyrosol, tyrosol, oleoside methyl ester, and elenolic acid) that can then themselves be further hydrolyzed [22]. (Figure 2) As a result, the phenolic profile of green stage olives is different than purple stage olives, with the former containing a higher concentration of bitter phenolics [23, 24]. Although the purple olive fruit is less bitter than the green, both green and purple fruit of most varieties are far too bitter to be consumed raw without some form of processing or curing to reduce levels of these bitter phenolic compounds.

The olive fruit intended for table olive processing can be picked at any time during the maturation cycle, and olives intended for Greek fermentation, salt curing, or air drying...
are generally harvested when purple, whereas olives intending for Spanish and California processing methods are harvested in the green stage [17]. Choice of the harvest stage will have an impact on the textural, sensorial, and chemical aspects of the final product.

3. Phenolic Compounds in Olives

Bitterness in raw olives is usually attributed to the presence of oleuropein, which is the most prevalent phenolics present at harvest [24]. However, oleuropein is not the only phenolic compound found in olives. Olive phenolics can be grouped into four broad categories: phenolic acids, phenolic alcohols, flavonoids, and secoiridoids [25]. While not all olive phenolics will contribute to olive bitterness, these compounds play an important role in the flavor profile, health-promoting abilities, color, and shelf stability of table olives.

Phenolic acids (C₆C₃) detected in olives include caffeic acid, p-coumaric acid, o-coumaric acid, ferulic acid, sinapic acid, syringic acid, hydroxybenzoic acid, dihydrocaffeic acid, vanillic acid, 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid, and gallic acid. Phenolic alcohols consist of a phenyl group (−C₆H₅) bonded to a hydroxyl group (−OH). Phenolic alcohols frequently detected in olive products include homovanillyl alcohol, hydroxytyrosol, and tyrosol. Flavonoids (C₆C₆C₆) frequently found in olives include luteolin-7-glucoside, cyanidin-3-glucoside, cyanidin-3-rutinoside, rutin, apigenin-7-glucoside, quercetin-3-rhamnoside, and luteolin. Secoiridoids are phenolic compounds found in very few edible plants apart from olives and are among the more important compounds in regard to sensory perception of bitterness [2, 26]. Secoiridoids are characterized by an exocyclic 8,9-olefinic functionality, comprised of an elenolic acid and a glucosidic residue, also known as an oleosidic skeleton. Notable secoiridoids in olives include oleuropein, ligstroside, and dimethyl oleuropein, as well as their phenolic derivatives and hydrolysis products, which include oleuropein aglycone, ligstroside aglycone, oleacein, and oleocanthal [25], compounds that are either known to be bitter or are considered likely bitter [27].

4. Mechanisms for Debittering Olives

Oleuropein, ligstroside, and related bitter phenolics can be reduced in table olives through several different mechanisms. Strong acids or bases can penetrate the olive flesh directly, where free H⁺ and OH⁻ ions catalyze the hydrolysis of oleuropein/ligstroside at the ester group that connects the hydroxytyrosol/tyrosol to the elenolic acid moiety. This hydrolysis reaction produces the nonbitter hydrolysis products oleoside methyl ester and hydroxytyrosol/tyrosol [2]. Olives flesh contains endogenous enzymes including β-glucosidase and esterase that can hydrolyze oleuropein at the ester bond between glucose and the elenolic acid moiety or between elenolic acid and hydroxytyrosol/tyrosol moiety [28]. Endogenous enzymes hydrolyze phenolic compounds within the fruit when the olive is still on the tree in response
to maturation and damage, and hydrolysis continues during fermentation/processing unless inactivated by heat (Figure 2) [29].

During brine-based processing, bitter phenolics are removed from the olive by diffusing from the fruit into surrounding brine. Once these compounds have diffused into the brine, the acid and/or the enzymatic action of exogenous enzymes, β-glucosidase, and esterase from the microbiota present in the brine or surface of the olive can hydrolyze the phenolic compounds [30]. While phenolic compounds diffuse out of the olive, salt and acid from the brine diffuse in, changing the chemical and sensory profile of the product [31]. If the cellular structure of the olive is compromised, either by chemical (e.g., lye), physical (e.g., cracking, slitting, or destoning), or the natural biochemical softening, diffusion can occur more rapidly.

5. Sensory Studies in Bitterness

Sensory studies that examine bitterness in olive products have been conducted using either taste dilution analysis (TDA) or correlating bitterness of olive oil with semiquantitative concentration of measured phenolics [26, 32, 34]. TDA of oleuropein and oleuropein aglycone indicated that these compounds are bitter at a concentration of 50 μg per 1 cm paper square [32]. TDA also confirmed that tyrosol was nonbitter, whereas oleacein, oleuropein aglycone, oleocanthal, ligstroside aglycone, and related isomers were described as bitter, astringent, or burning [33]. Although TDA is the preferred method for characterizing bitterness, it is not always possible due to the lack of commercial standards and the difficulty of isolating pure fractions of these phenolic compounds.

Sensory studies addressed these limitations by evaluating the bitterness of a wide range of olive products and correlating the individual phenolic concentrations obtained through semiquantitative methods to the perceived bitterness. While not ideal, these studies provide valuable information into which compounds are responsible for perceived bitterness in samples. From correlation studies, it can be inferred that oleuropein aglycone, ligstroside aglycone, oleacein, oleocanthal, elenolic acid, and elenolic acid methyl ester correlate well with bitterness perception [26]. Oleuropein and ligstroside derivatives, with the exception of tyrosol and hydroxytyrosol, are also reported as relative predictors of both static and dynamic analysis for bitterness and pungency, while ligstroside aglycone is effective only in predicting pungency [34].

6. Main Commercial Methods

6.1. Greek Fermentation Methods. Greek methods, typical to Mediterranean countries, use olives that are harvested when the fruit is close to full ripeness at the purple maturation stage (i.e., black ripe) but before the olives are overripe. Olives are washed and placed in an 8–10% sodium chloride brine solution (wt/vol) [35, 36]. Fermentation is induced by indigenous microbiota present on the olives and in the environment. This method of debittering takes 6–12 months as it relies on diffusion into the brine to remove the bitter phenolics from the olive flesh [35, 36].

Once olives have achieved the bitterness and flavor profile desired by the producer, olives may be briefly exposed to oxygen to darken the skin via oxidation [36], and the color is stabilized with 0.1% ferrous gluconate [17]. This is done to correct for color losses due to the diffusion of anthocyanins into the brine during fermentation.

Greek olives are packed in cans or jars in a fresh solution of brine, acid, vinegar, or olive oil. Often these packing solutions are flavored by the addition of fennel, garlic, oregano, and other spices or flavoring agents [17]. The final product can vary in the bitterness level, flavor, texture, and taste depending on the length of fermentation, sodium chloride concentration of brine, and the microbiota present. Olive flavor is strongly influenced by the fermentation products including acids (e.g., lactic, acetic, and propionic acid) and alcohols (2-butanol and ethanol) [37]. Popular olives produced with this method include Kalamata (Kalamata variety) [38, 39], Nicoise (Cailletier variety) [40], Gaeta [41], Amfissa (Conservolea variety), Liguria (Taggiasca variety), Bitetto, and Nafplion green olives [40].

Olives produced using Greek methods are enjoyed and consumed all over the world. While bitterness in Greek olives can vary, studies indicate that these olives have higher levels of phenolic compounds as compared to those produced using Spanish processing methods [21]. The final pH of the brined olive is often low enough (~4) that olives do not need to be sterilized, although a pasteurization step may occur. Greek table olives may contain live cultures of lactic acid bacteria with probiotic potential for human health [42]. Although Greek processing methods are time-consuming, they use less water (0.9–1.9 m3/ton olive) than the Spanish or California processing methods and do not produce phenolic- and lye-enriched wastewater that requires specialized disposal [43].

6.2. Spanish Processing Methods. Spanish processing methods (a.k.a. Sevillian type) use olives picked at the green maturation stage and account for about 60% of the table olives produced worldwide [44]. These olives are immersed in lye for 8–10 hours to hydrolyze oleuropein. Lye treatment (2.0–5.0% sodium hydroxide NaOH for 18–22 hours) penetrates around two-thirds to three-quarters of the flesh, leaving a small area around the stone unaffected [36, 45]. Olives are then rinsed with water (pH 7.0) to remove excess lye and fermented in a brine that can range in sodium chloride concentration around 9–10% NaCl but can drop do 4–5% due to olives high content of interchangeable water [45, 46].

During the initial lye treatment, oleuropein concentration decreases rapidly [47]. The lye solution penetrates the olive flesh where it hydrolyzes the oleuropein and ligstroside, producing nonbitter hydrolysis products such as hydroxytyrosol and tyrosol (Figure 1). In addition, the lye changes the composition of the polysaccharides in the cell wall structure decreasing firmness [48]. The higher the concentration of the lye and the longer the lye treatment, the greater the loss of firmness. The chemical damage to the olive skin and cell structure allows for a faster diffusion of the
remaining olive phenolics and sugars into the brine during the subsequent rinsing and fermentation stages [31]. Lye changes the bacterial populations present both on the surface of the olive as well as in the brine, and a high pH can be an obstacle for desirable bacterial growth [49].

The water-rinsing step between the lye treatment and the fermentation is required to remove sodium hydroxide from the olive and reduce the pH. Free phenolics and sugars will also be rinsed away during this step [43]. This is necessary as oleuropein and related olive phenolics act as inhibitors to desirable lactic acid bacteria growth, and rinsing helps remove phenolic compounds that may prevent the growth of this bacterium [48, 50]. Sugars also decrease during fermentation after a slight increase during the rinsing step [43].

Fermentation occurs through the action of naturally induced microbiota or through the addition of starter cultures. Olive phenolic loss continues during fermentation as phenolic compounds diffuse into the brine. Fermentation can take anywhere from 1-7 months depending on the variety [45].

The flavor of Spanish style green olives is greatly influenced by the presence of organic acids (e.g., lactic, acetic, and propionic) and alcohols formed during fermentation [37, 47]. The main phenolic compounds in brine during Spanish method fermentation are hydroxytyrosol, elenolic acid glucoside, and tyrosol [47]. The final product is canned in a brine or acid solution which may contain additional flavoring agents. Olives processed using this method are often destoned, and the interior is replaced with an almond, pimento, or garlic slice. Olives are placed in cans or glass jars with fresh brine (5–7% NaCl) at a low pH (<3.5). Common olive varieties processed into Spanish method olives include Manzanilla [51], Hojiblanca [51], Gordal [51], Picholine [52], Cerignola [53], and Belice olives [45].

Spanish processing methods are significantly faster than Greek fermentation methods (1–7 months versus 6–12 months), and the final product is firm in texture and green in color. Like Greek olives, Spanish olives can contain live microorganisms present in olive fermentation brines, but the ratio present can vary greatly depending on the sodium chloride concentration and oxygen exposure. Brines with higher sodium chloride concentrations (>8% NaCl) will have a lower population of lactic acid bacteria, when compared to lower sodium chloride concentrations (4–6% NaCl) [36, 58]. Both yeasts and lactic acid bacteria can contain exogenous β-glucosidases and esterases that can hydrolyze oleuropein, ligstroside, and other phenolic compounds that diffuse out of the olive and into the brine (Figure 3) [21].

If brine conditions are conducive to lactic acid bacteria growth, the pH of the brine will decrease during fermentation due to increases in lactic, acetic, and propionic acids [35]. The presence of propionic acid in the brines in considerable amounts indicates that the fermentation process was not controlled successfully and there is a high competition for limited nutrients by different microbial populations [59]. The decrease in pH helps to prevent the growth of spoilage and pathogenic microorganisms. The lactic acid bacteria fraction is made up of a diverse array of bacteria species that contribute to the acidity, flavor, and texture of the final product [57]. Sodium chloride and lactic, acetic, and propionic acids from the brine diffuse into the olive until equilibrium is reached [35]. Olives contain phenolic compounds that can inhibit lactic acid bacteria growth including oleuropein [60], oleuropein aglycone, elenolic acid, hydroxytyrosol [59], oleacein, and oleoside methyl ester [61]. Olive cultivars with high concentrations of oleuropein and related phenolics will have lower levels of lactic acid bacteria in fermentation brines, and yeast growth will dominate. The microbiota of yeasts present in fermentation brines is diverse, and numerous species have been identified in diverse green and black olive preparations [62]. Yeasts are an important component of fermentation as they may influence organoleptic characteristics of table olives including ethanol and other alcohols [47, 63].

If olives are brined in an anaerobic environment, a spoilage problem termed “floaters” can occur. Carbon dioxide builds up under the skin of the olive in response to olive respiration and growth of Gram-negative bacteria. This results in olives that float to the surface of the tank until the carbon dioxide is released, at which point the olive skin wrinkles with the appearance of blisters [64]. Texture defects in brined olives can occur with the growth of lipase-producing yeasts [65, 66]. Clostridia growth can cause butyric and putrid spoilage during the first few days of fermentation. A spoilage problem known as Zapteria can occur in the rising temperatures of spring and early summer. Zapteria results in an unpleasant taste and odor due to the production of cyclohexanecarboxylic acid and other volatile acids. A salt concentration above 8% and a pH below 4.2 helps prevent this problem [36].

6.3. Microbiota in Fermentation Brines for Greek and Spanish Methods. There are similarities in the fermentation of Greek and Spanish olives. The microbiota present in the olive brine and on the olive epidermis has been extensively studied and can vary between olive producers due to differences in olive variety, sodium chloride concentration in brine, and oxygen exposure [55–57]. In general, there are three primary classes of microorganisms present in olive fermentation brines: Enterobacteriaceae, yeasts, and lactic acid bacteria [17]. Enterobacteriaceae, which grows naturally on the surface of olives through maturation, can only be found in the brine for the first 7–15 days of fermentation, after which they are no longer detectable, as the acidic conditions of the brine are not conducive to their growth [54]. Yeasts and lactic acid bacteria are the main microorganisms present in olive brines, but the ratio present can vary greatly depending on the sodium chloride concentration and oxygen exposure. Brines with higher sodium chloride concentrations (>8% NaCl) will have a lower population of lactic acid bacteria, when compared to lower sodium chloride concentrations (4–6% NaCl) [36, 58]. Both yeasts and lactic acid bacteria can contain exogenous β-glucosidases and esterases that can hydrolyze oleuropein, ligstroside, and other phenolic compounds that diffuse out of the olive and into the brine (Figure 3) [21].

6.4. California Black Ripe Processing Methods. The California black ripe processing method was developed in the late
1800s by a Northern California homemaker, Freda Ehmann. Olives are picked at the green ripe or semiripe maturation stage and stored in salt or acidified brine for 3–12 months prior to processing. During brine storage, fermentation can occur through the growth of yeasts and lactic acid bacteria, and the phenolic content of the olives can be reduced through passive diffusion. Fermentation is not necessary to create these olives as the main action of debittering occurs through the use of lye (sodium hydroxide) [67]. Instead, olives are processed using a series (3–5) of lye treatments (~0.5 M sodium hydroxide) for several hours per treatment [65]. During the lye treatment, sodium hydroxide penetrates the olive flesh, hydrolyzing the olive phenolics and debittering the olives [68]. Anthocyanin concentration decreases during California lye processing [39]. Olives stored in a storage brine for longer periods of time do not need to be treated for as many lye cycles as freshly harvested olives do, and the strength and duration of lye cycles can vary between producers, variety, and season. During the lye treatment, texture changes can occur softening the olive cell walls and texture [69, 70].

In between lye treatments, olives are immersed in rinse water and oxidized with injected compressed air (i.e., oxygen is bubbled through the water) [17]. During oxidation, olives darken and turn brown as the phenolic compounds in the olive skin (predominantly hydroxytyrosol and caffeic acid) polymerize [71, 72]. Black ripe olives are considered debittered when the flesh next to the stone has a pH greater than 8, as indicated by phenethylamine dye. Brown oxidized olives are then colored with the addition of ferric gluconate, which complexes with the compound hydroxytyrosol [68] and turns the fruit black [73].

Olives produced using the California method are packed in cans or glass jars with a salt brine or acidic solution. The final pH of the fruit can vary between 5.8 and 7.9. By FDA regulations, California black ripe olives must be legally sterilized at 115.6 °C for 60 min or at 121.1 °C for 50 min to prevent the growth of pathogenic bacteria [67]. The high temperature of sterilization can lead to the accumulation of the carcinogen, acrylamide, in olives [74, 75].

California black ripe table olives are made all over the world including Egypt, Morocco, Portugal, and Spain [76]. In the USA, they are consumed as popular toppings for pizza and tacos. The final canned product has a texture and profile very different from olives produced using Greek and Spanish methods. Sensory characteristics to describe California black ripe table olives include alcohol, oak barrel, artificial fruity/floral, buttery, salty, earthy, sour, and ocean-like aroma/flavor while defective olives can exhibit rancidity, metallic, gasy, and soapy/medicinal flavors [76]. American consumers showed a preference for domestic California olives as opposed to imported California black ripe olives [77]. Common olives used to produce California black ripe olives include Manzanillo [67], Hojiblanca [69], Mission [16], Intosso [68], and Sevillano varieties.

The California method produces table olives with the lowest levels of phenolic compounds, the mildest flavor, and the lowest consumer perception of bitterness when compared to other styles of olive [16]. In addition, the final pH of the Californian olives is higher than the Greek and Spanish

Figure 3: Mechanism of oleuropein hydrolysis.
olives and therefore more susceptible to pathogenic growth unless sterilized. The sterilization step can result in the formation of acrylamide [67]. The Californian method is highly water intensive and requires 8.0 m³/ton of olive, of which 2.0 m³/ton becomes the lye wastewater fraction [78].

6.5. California Green Ripe. California green ripe olives are a variant of the California black ripe olive that do not undergo oxidation (i.e., no compressed air during washing) and color fixation (e.g., ferric gluconate) [25]. This type of olive is processed from freshly harvested olives that have not been stored in a storage brine. The final product is similar in flavor and texture to California black ripe olives, but olives are in green color rather than black.

6.6. Italian Green Olives. Castelvetrano olives (i.e., Italian green olives) undergo a treatment that is cross between Spanish and California green ripe methods. Castelvetrano olives are made from the Nocellara del Belice variety and are large green olives that grow in central and southern Italy [45]. Only large fruits of more than 19 mm in diameter are processed into these table olives. Olives are placed in plastic vessels that contain 1.8–2.5% sodium hydroxide (NaOH). An hour after the lye treatment begins, salt is added to the alkaline solution. Olives are held in the NaOH/NaCl solution for 10–15 days [17]. After treatment, olives are washed to remove the lye, although a portion of the lye flavor remains and is enjoyed by consumers. As recently as 2012, it was discovered that many Italian olives cured in the Castelvetrano style were artificially colored green with E-141ii, copper chlorophyllin complexes, that is not a legally allowed additive for table olives or olive oil by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Union [79], and this continues to be a problem with food fraud today [80].

7. Artesian Methods

Several artesian methods exist which are less common in industrial settings but can be found associated with specific olive cultivars or regions. Because of space, size, and cost limitations, olives produced using water, salt/oil, and air/sun to aid in bitterness reduction are difficult to scale up in industrial settings.

7.1. Water Processing. Water processing methods share similarity with brining olives; however, the soaking water is salt-free, and no fermentation occurs. Olives intended for water processing are picked at any stage in maturation and placed in a large container of water which is then sealed. Bacterial populations are not controlled through acidity or salinity, and water is changed daily [81]. As a result, water processing is highly water intensive and easily susceptible to growth of spoilage and pathogenic bacteria. Water processed olives are usually only found in south of France or in-home kitchens. Destoning, slitting, or cracking open the olive will increase the diffusion rate and decrease the time required for debittering [82]. A low salt solution can be added for flavor, but no fermentation will occur.

Water processing is difficult to adapt to an industrial setting as the great volume of water used in the manufacturing process is cost prohibitive. Water-cured olives are often served in farmer’s markets, local stores, and restaurants in salt brine solutions with flavoring agents such as lemon, oregano, vinegar, garlic, chilies, and olive oil. They are enjoyed for the fresh flavor, low acidity, and low salinity.

7.2. Salt/Oil Processing. Debittering olives using salt and oil is an old practice that uses no water. Olives are typically picked at the end of the purple maturation stage when the fruit is ready to fall off the tree. Olives are packed in drums in layers of dry salt for several weeks to several months. The salt removes moisture from the olive and allows a microbiota of yeasts, molds, and Enterobacteriaceae to form on the surface of the olive [83], which acts to prevent growth of pathogenic and spoilage bacteria [84]. Oleuropein, ligstroside, and related phenolic compounds are reduced within the olive though the action of endogenous enzymes, (e.g., β-glucosidase and esterase) that hydrolyze bitter phenolic compounds [29]. Olives are then removed from the dry salt layers, washed, and bathed in olive oil. Throuba olives from Crete (Thassos variety) are a popular table olive cured in this manner. Another variant on the salt processing method is the Beldi olive which is briefly treated with lye before being placed in barrels with layers of salt [83]. This processing method results in a wrinkly prune-like appearance, with a mushy texture and an intense concentrated flavor that can be highly bitter.

7.3. Air/Sun Processing. This is a natural method of reducing bitterness by leaving olives on the tree past maturation. Some varieties of olives, known as sweet olives, naturally reduce in the phenolic content while on the tree, and once they reach a low enough bitterness, the fruit can be eaten raw [85]. Olives are then sun-dried, and the final texture is wrinkly and the final flavor strong and intense. Olives that are typically left on the tree to reduce bitterness include Botija Peruvian black olives and Hurma Turkish sweet olives.

8. Novel Technologies

With the growing competitiveness in the international table olive market and changing consumer preferences for healthier products, alternative novel technologies are being explored for growing, harvesting, storage, and processing of table olives with the aim of decreasing processing time, decreasing water usage, improving sustainability, increasing the health properties of processed fruit, and decreasing production cost.

8.1. U.S. Table Olive Market. Table olive consumption in the US market has been in decline at an approximate rate of ~2.5% per capita consumption every year, while demand for
olive oil is increasing at an approximate rate of 1.9% per capita consumption [86]. This is in part the perception of the American consumers that olive oil is healthy, while table olives are unhealthy [87]. Both olive oil and table olives contain healthy unsaturated fats and high levels of phenolics that have beneficial health properties. For that reason, olive oil is considered an important part of the Mediterranean diet, a diet linked to the reduction of heart disease and other age-related morbid conditions [6–9]. Additionally, the profit margin for producing table olives has decreased in the US due to rising water costs, labor costs, and lower price points as cheaper international products are available in the market. As a result, the California olive industry has shifted away from table olives to producing olive oil. Between 2000 and 2015, olive processed into oil increased from 4% to 60% of all olives grown in California [88]. Another hurdle that table olive producers face is environmental sustainability. Olive processing is one of the most water intensive fruit or vegetable processing methods. Greek fermentation methods produce 0.9–1.9 m³/tons of olive wastewater, 2.0 m³/ton olive of which becomes the lye wastewater fraction [78]. The wastewater that is produced is a dark effluent with high organic burden and polyphenol content that exhibits antibacterial properties. Releasing effluent streams directly into local water systems or on land can result in toxicological consequences and environmental contamination. Therefore, effluent streams are generally redirected to evaporation ponds. However, evaporating wastewater can create unpleasant aromas, and effluents carry the risk of polluting ground and surface water [89]. With ongoing environmental problems created by global warming, including sustained drought, water is becoming increasingly limited and costly. Proposed novel debittering technologies that can reduce water and lye usage and/or produce less toxic effluent streams will provide economic benefits and increase the sustainability of the industry.

Several novel debittering technologies are being considered and include the use of enzymes, resins, ultrasound, and vacuum among others. Most novel technologies focus on methods that remove phenolic compounds more quickly or efficiently and thereby reduce lye washes and the use of large amounts of water. Challenges remain with adapting new technologies to commercial processing without compromising table olive quality and are discussed below.

8.2. Ultrasound Debittering. The use of ultrasound-accelerated debittering of the olive fruit has recently been examined [90]. When ultrasound is used in addition to lye treatments during California method debittering, the rate of phenolic reduction increased by 48%. Ultrasound as a technique showed valorization in reducing the time and number of lye washes needed for debittering olives [90].

8.3. Vacuum Impregnation. Researchers at Uludag University (Bursa, Turkey) investigated the viability of using vacuum impregnation to speed up the rate of olive debittering. Olives treated under a vacuum of 68 kPa demonstrated a shorter required processing time when compared to olives under atmospheric conditions. Green olives under vacuum impregnation and suspended in a lye treatment of 1.5% NaOH took 8 hours to reduce the levels of oleuropein from starting conditions to a third of the initial concentrations, as compared to 48 hours under atmospheric conditions. In brined solutions of 3% NaCl, processing time decreased from 45 days under atmospheric pressure to 11 hours under vacuum impregnation [91].

8.4. Carbon Dioxide Overpressure. The influence of storing olives under a carbon dioxide overpressure on the phenolic content of raw table olives has also been investigated [92]. Green unripe olives were placed under a carbon dioxide overpressure for a period of twelve days and evaluated for bitterness by a trained sensory panel that compared treated olives to control olives exposed to atmospheric conditions. Olives under carbon dioxide overpressure turned red in color and decreased in bitterness without becoming dehydrated or shriveled. It was postulated that the decrease in bitterness was due carbon dioxide promoting the biosynthetic pathways that naturally occur with olives that remain on the branch, including the hydrolysis of oleuropein [92].

8.5. Oxygen Overpressure. Researchers at the University Pablo de Olavide (Sevilla, Spain) investigated a potential method of debittering olives under an overpressure of oxygen. Manzanilla olives stored in brine (9% w/v NaCl and 0.3% w/v acetic acid) for one month after harvest were exposed to an overpressure of 0.3 bars oxygen for 3 days. Oxidized fruit was then placed back in preservation brine for 6 months. Laboratory tests were variable (28–98%) in the amount of oleuropein decreased. Olives exposed to an overpressure of oxygen became darker in color [93].

8.6. Enzymes. The use of exogenous β-glucosidase has also been explored as a method to reduce oleuropein [91]. Manzanilla olives were fermentation with inoculated L. plantarum, fermentation with inoculated L. plantarum and an extract of β-glucosidase, and cured using the traditional Spanish method of debittering. The phenolic content of the three treatments were measured, and trained sensory panels scored the olives for texture, appearance, odor, aroma, bitterness and saltiness, and overall appreciation. The Spanish olives were observed to have the lowest bitterness and oleuropein concentration as compared to the inoculated and inoculated plus β-glucosidase treatments. Oleuropein concentration and bitterness perception were not significantly different between inoculated and inoculated β-glucosidase treatments. While β-glucosidase may hydrolyze oleuropein present in brines, under the conditions studied it was not enough to produce significant decreases in oleuropein or bitterness in the olive fruit [94].

8.7. Alternative Salt Solutions. The use of sodium, potassium, and calcium chloride salts to stabilize cell membranes during
the fermentation step in Spanish olive debittering methods was also investigated [95]. Calcium salts can retard the diffusion of sugar from the olive into the brine during fermentation. This results in a decrease in lactic acid bacteria growth and lactic acid production. Lactic acid production is essential for the preservation and flavor of Spanish olives. The effect of alternative salt solutions on oleuropein concentration was not quantified, and therefore, the effect on debittering is unknown. The addition of calcium chloride to brine resulted in a firmer texture olive product as compared with the use of potassium and sodium salts [96].

8.8. ReTain Inhibition. Researchers at the Agricultural University of Athens (Athens, Greece) exposed olives on the tree to aminooxyvinylglycine (AVG) also known as ReTain which is an inhibitor of the enzyme 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid synthase, a precursor to the production of ethylene, the plant hormone that stimulates ripening. Olives treated with ReTain demonstrated delayed ripening which extended the harvest, preventing color development and skin softening, while reducing oleuropein content [97].

8.9. Temperature Control. The use of ethylene oxide to delay ripening and promote the endogenous hydrolysis of oleuropein was also investigated [97]. Olives stored in closed container with 30 ppm of ethylene at 40°C showed a significant reduction (p ≤ 0.05) of bitterness as well as pigment lost as compared to olives stored at 20°C with 30 ppm ethylene. An unpleasant flavor was then observed in ethylene oxide-treated olives indicating that this is not a suitable method of table olive debittering [97].

8.10. Resin Debittering. Our group has investigated using polymeric resins to remove phenolic compounds from untreated olives during brine storage. Adsorptive resins (e.g., Amberlite® resins XAD4, XAD16N, XAD7HP, and FPX66) are nonreactive polymers that can adsorb phenolic compounds in a reversible manner so that adsorbed phenolics can be recovered as value-added products. Preliminary results demonstrate that all resins could remove oleuropein during brine treatments thereby significantly reducing olive bitterness without the need for additional processing.

8.11. Enrichment of Table Olive with Phenolics. With the aim of improving the nutritional value of table olives and creating a novel product (i.e., table olives enriched in olive phenolics), a group in Greece treated table olives with phenolic extracts from olive leaf [98]. Treatment increased the phenolic content of the table olives and also increased the consumer perception of bitterness [98].

9. Conclusions

Table olives are a popular food product consumed worldwide. While traditional and region-specific olive processing methods should be celebrated, there is the opportunity to develop new technologies for debittering olives, that will enable creation of novel products with new textures, flavors, and health-promoting properties that will appeal to contemporary consumers and expand markets. Novel technologies can also reduce water and labor costs and increase environmental sustainability.
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